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Abstract

Authentication is a critical part to ensure the identity of a legitimate user. During authentication, an 
individual’s credential is validated with a specific computational technique to determine the association of 
the user with his/her claimed identity. In this talk, I will discuss an adaptive multi-factor authentication (A-
MFA) framework whichuses adaptive selection of multiple modalities at different operating environment so 
to make authentication strategy unpredictable to hackers. This methodology incorporates a novel approach 
of calculating trustworthy values of different authentication factors while the computing device being used 
under different environmental settings. Accordingly, a subset of authentication factors is determined (at 
triggering events) on the fly thereby leaving no exploitable a priori pattern or clue for adversaries. Such a 
methodology of adaptive authentication selection can provide legitimacy to user transactionswith an added 
layer of access protection that is not rely on a fixed set of authentication modalities. Robustness of 
the system is assured by designing the framework in such a way that if any modality data get compromised, 
the system can still perform flawlessly using other non-compromised modalities. Scalability can also be 
achieved by adding new and/or improved modalities with existing set of modalities and integrating the 
operating/configuration parameters for the added Modality. I will highlight what type of evaluation be 
required for such identity management software to detect possible deep fakes and other forms of faking 
biometrics. Other attacks on current means of identity validation may become possible. What would be 
what good figures of merit to be used as response variables? What are good factors over which we would 
need to test for next-generation identity eco-systems.
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